
The Daily Church Epistle 
Wednesday, June 16, 2021 
 
Hello Church! 
 

Today's epistle writer is Mark Dolan. Mark is one of our random writers, turning keystrokes into an 
essay when the Spirit moves him rather than when assigned. When Mark sent me this piece in late 
May, it hit me well as a word I needed that day. It also struck me as a piece that was not so attached 
to the calendar, very different from most of what I write for us.  
 
This year, I am truly struggling with our Annual Conference being virtual, perhaps you know the 
feeling well after this past year. This week some good friends are retiring, and we cannot celebrate 
together. This week two new North West district friends--folks I met after I met you--are 
being commissioned and licensed, and we cannot celebrate together. I had a dear friend from 
Milwaukee die in the past year, and not only was his funeral too far away, I will not be able to sit 
with living friends as we grieve at our memorial service together.   
 
In Mark's words, these are runway experiences and every runway is different. I hope you too find 
meaning in the thoughts Mark shares with us here.  
 
Grace and peace to you all,  
 
Rev. Dawn 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pilot Training: Epistle 
Date: 5/20/2021 
 

Flight training as a pilot is fun, difficult, and frighting.  Going from the book to the airplane is quite 

a step.  I always wanted to fly and still have current FAA flight medical clearance. 



I need to paint a scene.  Imagine, I have completed almost all the cockpit training, I have soloed 

and completed the long-distance cross country - more than 100 miles - 3 legs.  MO - OK - AR – 

MO. 

My flight instructor, Tom Addington wanted me to get some additional nighttime flying and to 

land at a control tower airport at – night.  Night flying is not difficult, sometimes it is much easier to 

see landmarks and cities.  I am flying a very sturdy Cessna – 172 - N72027 with fixed gear.  This is 

a prop airplane with a gas engine - speeds 60-140 mph. 

This is where the story of faith and being “Buffeted” begins.   A cold gray sky was a transitioning 

thru the area – a massive wind shift - head wind to tail wind @ 10’ off the ground.  The stall buzzer 

is screaming - O FUN!! 

More background - Just like in life - all our runways are different.  This runway was under 

construction -1/2 of the long runway is under major construction.  The bulldozers and scrappers 

are parked by runway. 

Back to the  excitement  -  I am flying the airplane  next to the  bulldozer---  Tom and I are  both 

pressing the  throttle to fire wall,  pulling back on the controls  -  trying to get the airplane to 50’  

over the ground, avoiding the bulldozer,  avoid the ground and avoid a power line at the end of 

runway  -  Oh  fun… 

Back to the psalms and the Gospel- The Lord is my Sheppard – I shall not want - except I need 50’ - 

NOW!!   

I am here – I did not die that night.  How many times in our life are we “buffeted or slammed” 

by a big change in our life?  Even if we know a weather front is changing or life is changing  -   

We move forward… 

Being cognizant of change is interesting - living massive change is hard.  We all face a BASH in the 

face, and we can’t even bob and weave.   The BASH and resulting lamentation, the tears, the pain, 

anger, revenge, and the loss - effects all of us. 

I had the copilot, Tom in the cockpit that night.  Do we have Jesus in the cockpit in our lives?  Saints?  We 

are our brother’s keeper and we are theirs. 

Sully Sullenberger a famous retired USAF pilot had thousands of hours flight time and saved 

people in a Boeing 737 on the Hudson river.  Many rescue boats, the ferries, the coast guard, and 

patrol boats all helped.  Everyone lived.  Sullenberger used his training- no more or no less.  We 

are all dependent on others- when do we let Jesus help with the controls? - when do we let our friends 

help?   Sometimes having faith and hope is just tough to swallow (walking on water following Jesus 

like the apostle).   Many times, all we have is prayer – asking for divine grace to save and help 

others- so say a prayer when it’s all you can do. 

 

 

 
 


